
Lyrics 

 

All Looks Alive...In The Dark! 

All eyes on you, no one's here  

Mind plays games, yet all moves  

Welcome home, stay here  

 

All looks alive in the dark  

What's a dream, what is real here  

Witching hour, knocks that come in threes  

All is lurking in the dark!  

 

Vortex is open, souls coming through  

Haunting our fears, our lives will be consumed  

Dark apparitions, demons of night!  

Want only one thing, our souls, so they have life  

 

All looks alive in the dark  

What's a dream, what is real here  

Witching hour, knocks that come in threes  

All is lurking in the dark 

 

Killer Krom 



Fart is on the loose, a contract upon his head  

I need a gun, that shoots anti matter  

Your friendly neighbourhood intergalactic assassin  

A death machine  

 

Take my card, KM Kills  

Building rapport, A death sale  

No code of ethics, I murder anyone anywhere  

I just love killing  

Here I go, Here I kill  

 

"KILL" you're on the hit list  

"GUN" shoots anti-matter  

"DEATH" my bread and butter  

"SPITE" it's all a business  

 

My target can't die from regular matter  

I shall add the anti to the latter  

Oh boy, here I go kill  

 

On the roof, the hunt is on  

I love you babe, it's time for killing  

Grapple down, through the vents  

Snap this neck, snap that neck  

 



Hanging from the ceiling pipes  

Sawing through, the metal wall  

Murder the final guard, cut off his air, use his prints  

The door opens  

 

Here I go, Here I kill  

Target in sight  

Gun is raised and pointing  

"CRASH"! there's a space ship  

Crushing my life into fatal death 

 

Purge & Reset 

Awaken from my slumber  

What the hell! has happened  

This world is an ugly spinning ball  

My work is cut out  

 

Life forms who cheat each other  

No morals, and no respect  

I cannot let this waste continue  

Purge and reset  

 

I will destroy, to recreate this world  

Ignore the weak, enslave all your leader  

Won't matter who you are or what you know, you're a mistake  



Survival of the fittest, all will be right again  

 

Puppetize all your of masters  

Watch them hang, from their strings  

Dumb enough to believe all the words they say  

You had your chance  

 

I will destroy, to recreate this world  

Ignore the weak, enslave all your leader  

Won't matter who you are or what you know, you're a mistake  

Survival of the fittest, all will be right again  

 

Summon thy ocean, to wash away  

Summon thy sun, to kill with fire  

Summon thy wind, to blow away  

Summon thy man, to kill itself  

 

Even after all is gone  

What is left behind is stained  

It may never live again  

But, until then I sleep  

 

Evolved From You 

Fake your way into people's lives  

To fuck em over and leave them dry  



 

Think you know what the future holds  

Bet your ass that you're not a part  

 

All of you hipsters are the fucking same  

Circle jerk each other off and pray for fame  

 

Karma is coming with a big long dick  

It's going to bend you over and fuck you like a pig!  

 

Shit has evolved from you  

You're dead to me  

 

A professional bridge burner that you are  

making up for your lack of balls  

 

No one wants a whiny cunt  

who speaks out of line and throws a fit  

 

Left to drown in your river of shit  

as a result of all of the ones you wronged  

 

The truth has finally been learned today  

revealing to us that you're a shifty fuck  

 



Shit has evolved from you  

You're dead to me 

 

Shit has evolved from you  

You're dead to me 

 

Intent Comes To Shove 

 Would you break a law if you had to  

Swallow what you know and then go through  

The ground is cracking all around us  

Do you give in or find a way out  

 

Your debts and bills are now calling  

Stuck in a lapse, you are falling  

The air is much too thin now  

If you won't act , then who will  

 

Open myself up  

Spill my guts out  

Shut my life off, it's the only thing to do  

 

Intent comes to shove  

The more extreme, I shall be  

Know my intentions were for you  

 



Doesn't matter what the bloody cost is  

Rules will be bent and then twisted  

Not for the rules, why I do this  

Tempt fate, to only get even  

 

They will try to force feed bullshit  

Spit it up and cram it down their throats  

Watch them choke on every last damn lie  

Sit back and laugh at every second 

 

Open myself up  

Spill my guts out  

Shut my life off, it's the only thing to do  

 

We The Pawns 

All the pawns are in their place  

Fighting wars for their kings and queens  

We are programmed to believe in everything we are told  

Though it's obvious we are slaves to this machine  

 

Fight or die  

We The Pawns  

 

The time has come to fight!  

Internal war, face your fears  



Or you will die  

With all of us conjoined, they can't kill us all  

Crash the system, pull the plug and watch it fry  

 

Fight or die  

We The Pawns 

 

Above This Storm 

We gather here today  

To mourn the better way  

Scammy lies remain among us  

 

Age of hypocrites  

Art apocalypse  

Cockroach cliche surrounds us  

 

Suit and ties lined one by one  

Pens to paper, thought of none  

The weak and stupid eat it up  

We shall fly above this storm  

 

Revive the truth and passion  

Our motives fuel the action  

Ones thoughts will cause a fright  

We shall dump our waste above this storm  



 

Same song and dance!  

Leave it all to chance  

Recycled minds evolve us  

 

Originality  

These days never see  

Stuck in repeat to trap us  

 

They will try your money  

They will try your drive  

They will try your art  

 

Opportunities  

Not what they seem  

Just shattered dreams 

 

Just sign right here  

Rights disappear  

Tell you what to think  

 

Brainwashing minds  

Blind lead the blind  

An artistic crime  

 



Suit and ties lined one by one  

Pens to paper, thought of none  

The weak and stupid eat it up  

We shall fly above this storm  

 

Revive the truth and passion  

Our motives fuel the action  

Ones thoughts will cause a fright  

We shall dump our waste above this storm  


